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History:   

More prehistory today!  In today’s lesson, you will find out all about life in a settlement in 

Neolithic Britain.  I wonder how different their lives will turn out to be from our lives?  Maybe 

you already have some ideas.  Click on the lesson below and find out. 

Life in a neolithic settlement 

Numeracy  Today’s Time lesson is all about telling the time very accurately to the nearest 

minute!  Usually people are not this accurate when they tell the time, but it’s a useful skill to 

have.  Look at sheets in your pack for today.  I have included 4 sheets of extra clocks for you to 

practise.  You do not need to do all 4 of these today, use your organisational skills to do a few 

every day this week, I have included some revision and practise time on Thursday, so you 

might want to save some of the work for then.  Some of the clocks have strange looking 

numbers on them!  These are called Roman numerals.  Can you use the clocks to write the 

Roman numerals for the numbers 1 to 12? 

 

Literacy:   

You might want to reread chapter 5 of Charlotte’s Web today as you are going to start some 

comprehension work all about it. 

Look at the sheet I have included in your pack.  It includes work about Vocabulary and 

Inference today.  Inference is where you get to say what you think about an aspect of the text.  

Read the questions carefully and write your answers on the sheet.  If you need more space for 

your Inference answer, you can turn the sheet over and write on the back! 

Challenge:   

Don’t forget to check out the Roman numerals for the numbers 1 to 12 (check out today’s 

Numeracy lesson above for details of this.)  Can you find out more Roman numerals for 

different numbers?  Have a look at how the numbers are written and see if you can spot any 

patterns.  Roman numerals are used now mainly on clocks and for dates, can you find out how 

to write the numbers in your date of birth in Roman numerals? 

 

Good morning!  How are you today? I hope you are feeling well. 

Here is your work for today. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/what-was-life-like-in-a-neolithic-settlement-64r3ce

